
PIONEER
BRAND-SEED CORN

Most formers agree...
withPioneer, brand hybrids there’s lessrisk,

no matter how you spread it.
Spreading the risk has become standard procedure on most farms. By planting
several Pioneer® brand hybrids, each genetically different, your odds are better no
matter what the weather decides to do. That’s why it’s such a good idea to include
these Pioneer numbers on your farm.

3747 3358
This hybrid is bred for high yield potential. It has excel*
lent stalks, seedling vigor, cob structure and high test
weight. It compares to 3780 in maturity. During several
growing seasons, 3747 has done a very good job on
lighter soils where stresses have occurred. It may be
planted at higher densities for top yields under irrigation.
3747 is well-adapted to Pennsylvania. Put 3747 in your
“package” of leader hybrids..

Every new hybrid should yield this good. 3358 outper-
formed every Pioneer hybrid it was tested against last
season. This surprised a lot of people but not those
Pioneer com breeders who have been closely observing
3358. Compared to competitors in 423 tests over a two
year period, 3358 yielded 14.5bushels per acre more corn
at the same moisture. It averaged 6% stalk lodging com-
pared to 12% for the competitors. A limited supply of
3358 is expected by 1983.

3535 3184
Here’s areal pacemaker that often “leads the pack” in its
area ofadaption. 3535 simply makes more corn than com-
petitive hybrids- of similar maturity. And at harvest it
shells out load after load of medium hard textured, high
test weight grain with a high yield to moisture level.
Growers like its excellent standability and “stay green”.
It dries down fast to help make greater fuel savings.
Include 3535 in your “package” of Pioneer hybrids.

This hybrid is tough when it gets rough. 3184 shows tre-
mendous resistance to drouth. It’s adapted to most any
soil type mid farming practice. Growers like the seedling
vigor and stalk quality. It performs best at populations of
19-23,000 plants per acre. 3184 is a real high yielding
winner in southern Pennsylvania. This is a true “leader”
hybrid... include it in your package of proven winners.
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